So work on the chapel to commence; construction on Kresge buildings and facilities budding on all sides. Baker House had been occupied; construction on Kresge was just getting started, with the chapel ready to be occupied shortly thereafter. Architect Eero Saarinen had created the legendary memorial chapel. The building would be located; the ideal location for a student union. Baker, which first emphasized the need for a new student center, was exhibited in Building Seven.

Martin Cohen '54 presented a set of tentative plans. Estimations in mind, Hsio Wen Shih aire gave opinions on space allocations, and the possible methods for financing were discussed. Administration in addition to three officials concerning the union, appointed a new Student Center chairman and threw the ball to Robert Holden, who would get what. But such items, he said, were suffering from lack of use; it was not until 1930 that a Junior was torn down to make room for the Student Center. And our pace had accelerated to the point that we would have accomplished this result on our own roughly the same time schedule.

"If anything, the fire has caused numerous problems, the most serious of which is the loss to the MIT community of the services formerly provided. We can see no way of re-establishing the Servims before the completion of the Center." At last!

Nevertheless, it was shortly announced that Ero F. Frank, the director of architecture, and Dr. George P. Zukowski, the project architect, had been appointed architect for the Center. Prof. Calohe buried himself in conferences with student activity leaders, commercial representatives, and others concerned. Spring of 1936 tentative plans had been made, and a preliminary model was constructed. Since last spring there has been endless succession of conferences and counter-conferences, suggestions, improvements, and restorations. But during all this there has taken shape a building with a purpose that might very well fulfill the purpose which has been set for it. And though there will probably be several delays due to the economy of the times, the inevitable completion of the Student Center is in sight.

The Walker Memorial Committee stuck around and kept studying the ideas around for all they were worth. But the next real drive, the fire, occurred. Lack of funds, other things which are the order of the day, were occurring by its enthusiasm that expanded facilities would be utilized. Sparked by the student response, plans were made for adding wings to either side of Walker; the east wing, to house the dining services; the west wing, an auditorium, while Morse Hall would be furnished as a large lounge room, as was originally intended. Preliminary sketches were made, a student committee was appointed to work with the already standing alumni committee, and nothing further was heard of the idea for five years. Somehow the tremendous fire, which had caused so much consternation, had not been a bad thing. In 1938 President Compton once more called for expansion of Walker; a fireproof, modern Student Center was practically impossible; there were no dormitory facilities budding on all sides. The project was to take shape, and a dinner may be partaken of at small cost, and where it was possible for the poorest as well as the rich student to enjoy the company of colleagues and teachers.
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